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zoo babies – cute & curious
Format

13 x 30‘ | HD

Original title

Zoo Babies

Genre

Junior | TV Series

“zoo babies – cute & curious” is fun for the entire family: we find out
about the sweetest and most poignant animal baby stories. Whether
on land, under water or in the sky – all of the babies in this series
will conquer the hearts of all those watching. We accompany the
adventures of the animal babies – lovingly cared for and brought
up by their keepers. In the most gripping and informative way,
both young and old will discover everything there is to know about
Hamburg Zoo’s toddlers.
Production: Doclights GmbH & Studio Hamburg Enterprises GmbH

Tadaaa!

Hug Me
Format

39 x 6‘ | HD

Original title

Hug Me

Genre

Junior | TV Series

Father Bear and Teddy live in the forest. No two days are ever the
same for them. Here in the forest each moment brings a different
adventure. Charismatic yet a bit clumsy father and caring Teddy will
enchant, amuse and lend a helping paw to many forest animals.
Together they will discover what friendship, openess and responsability
are. Most of all, they will learn that by giving to others we also give
to ourselves.
Production: Animoon

Format

26 x 4‘ | HD

Original title

Tadaaa!

Genre

Junior | TV Series

Dish & Mop are as shaggy and fluffy as a dishmop and extremely
curious. With big eyes they suddenly appear in our human world and
perceive it as an enormous playground. Whether they show up in the
kitchen, the nursery, the garage or the garden, Dish and Mop jump
right into the fun with relish and explore everything. And naturally
trouble follows – Dish and Mop keep landing spectacularly in the
cookie dough, mud, jello and even in the loo … But the two fluffy,
happily chattering creatures are indestructible and quite inventive.
In rooms we thought we knew so well they create their very own
new adventure playground: a tropical toilet paper landscape, a
fire-spitting fruit dragon, a foam sledge run or the somewhat scary
closet ghost train …
Production: TRIKK17
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Sesame Street presents:
Captain Carrot’s Treasure
Format

60‘ | HD

Original title

Sesamstraße präsentiert: Der Schatz des Käpt‘n Karotte

Genre

Junior | TV Movie

Presents

Watch out, Pirates ahead!
Woolley and Horse have to free Captain Carrot, his treasure and
themselves out of the clutches of a band of pirates. These have
abducted Captain Carrot and his ship and hold him captive on the
island of Carrotsands. Naturally, Woolley and Horse are also interested
in the treasure. Finy and Wolf go after Wolley and Horse in order
to rescue them. They know that pirates are dangerous. But these
particular pirates are rather tired.
Cast: Martin Paas, Carsten Morar-Haffke, Michael Kessler, Martin Schneider
Production: NDR / Sesame Workshop

Sesame Street presents:
The Secret Of The Flower Factory

Sesame Street presents:
A Carrot For Two – Season 3–5

Sesame Street presents: The Time Machine

Format

2 x 50‘ | HD

Format

109 x 12‘ | HD

Format

60‘ | HD

Original title

Sesamstraße präsentiert: Das Geheimnis der Blumenfabrik

Original title

Sesamstraße präsentiert: Eine Möhre für Zwei - Staffel 3-5

Original title

Sesamstraße präsentiert: Die Zeitmaschine

Genre

Junior | TV Movie

Genre

Junior | TV Series

Genre

Junior | TV Movie

The squirrel Nibble has to flee Oak Park when, one morning, diggers
turn up and workers start cutting down trees. Together with Horse
and Woolley he tries to stop them. But they don’t stand a chance
against Hubert Hammerly. When Finy finds secret blueprints, the
friends learn that Hammerly plans to make flowers in his factory.
But can that actually be true? Woolley and Horse are determined to
unravel the secret of the flower factory.

“A Carrot for Two” features Woolley the sheep and Horse, two of
our favorite Sesame Street muppets. They live in a gigantic carrot
in a laid-back and somewhat chaotic Hamburg backstreet – there’s
always something going on at their place. Each episode focuses on
a topic that kids know from their everyday lives: being afraid of the
dark, being in a bad mood, secrets, promises, impatience and many
other things. Part of their crew are Finy, the snail, and the somewhat
scary green Wolf. Finally there is Gunter, a pretty cocky talking toilet.

Cast: Martin Paas, Carsten Morar-Haffke, Gustav Peter Wöhler
Production: NDR / Sesame Workshop

Cast: Martin Paas, Carsten Morar-Haffke Production: NDR / Sesame Workshop

A Trip to the Past!
Woolley and Horse want to help Emma and her grandpa. Their
trouble is that Verena van Angle of the youth welfare office wants
Emma to live in an orphanage rather than with her grandfather.
And of course they can’t allow that to happen! Therefore, Woolley
builds a time machine which takes Emma, Horse and himself on
three adventurous journeys into the past: to the Vikings, into the
early 19th century and to a Native American chieftain.

Cast: Martin Paas, Carsten Morar-Haffke, Dieter Hallervorden, Bülent Ceylan
Production: NDR / Sesame Workshop
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Antje & Friends
Format

26 x 4‘ | HD

Original title

Antjes Fischkoppgeschichten

Genre

Junior | TV Series

Antje and her friend Schlüter, the fish, live on a small peninsula in
Northern Germany. Here, these two stumble from one extraordinary
adventure into the next. Part of their team is Admudsen, the penguin,
who always brings back the most incredible presents from his travels.
Sigrun, the goose, makes the world’s best pancakes. It is no wonder
then, that Antje and Schlüter like to visit her. Antje and Schlüter’s
adversary is Tiedtje, the fox. They are a little afraid of him, even
though he is actually quite harmless and only enjoys to play a prank
every now and then. Captain Kuck, who lives in a lighthouse, is
on hand with help and advice for the two friends when they get
stuck. Last but not least, there are Arne and Bjarne, the slightly mad
seagulls. In their urge to always be in on things, they often create
hilarious chaos …
Production: NDR / Papa Löwe Filmproduktion

The Seven Ravens
Format

1 x 90‘ | HD

Original title

Die sieben Raben

Genre

Junior | TV Movie

The young girl Bohdanka was born to the grief-stricken family of
a baker, whose wife cursed their seven sons in an outburst of rage
many years ago and turned them into ravens. The parents keep this
tragedy secret from Bohdanka. On the cusp of adulthood, Bohdanka
learns about the family curse and decides to save her brothers. She
is advised by a local witch to sew shirts for them. But not just any
shirts – she has to pick nettles, process the fibers into fabric, and
make every stitch herself. The girl sets out for a long journey to
fulfill her mission.

The Peppercorns – Season 8–14

Cast: Zuzana Bydzovska, Marián Geisberg, Martha Issová
Format

7 x 13 x 27‘ | HD | to be continued

Original title

Die Pfefferkörner

Genre

Junior | TV Series

One of the most popular and successful German children’s series is
to be continued with a new team of investigators. The five young
sleuths have their headquarters in the heart of Hamburg Harbour. Their
adventures begin in an old warehouse in the famous Speicherstadt
district, where millions of kilos of coffee, tea and spices from overseas
Cast: Jann Piet, Ava Sophie Richter, Zoë Malia Moon, Sina Michel, Otto von Grevenmoor,
Marleen Quentin, Emilia Flint, Ruben Storck, Luke Matt Röntgen, Emma Roth
Production: LETTERBOX Filmproduktion

Production: Honys Motion, s.r.o.

are stored. In the 13 new detective stories, the “Peppercorns” track
down thieves, polluters, crooks, fences, drug traffickers and other
suspicious entities. But the children from Hamburg have everyday
pleasures, worries and experiences to cope with too, just like most
other young kids do.
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